
When you need thermoform tooling quickly, Tek Pak specializes in
delivering rapid and accurate solutions for your packaging needs. 

With our streamlined processes, we can create single-cavity prototype molds in
three weeks and multi-cavity production tooling in only eight weeks, ensuring you
stay ahead of your schedule and market demands. We can create production
molds up to 34 in. x 34 in. x 5 in. with various coatings and features, such as
water-cooled cavities, moving plug assist, and air-actuated clamps and strippers. 
 
Our expertise isn’t confined to food packaging. We bring extensive experience
from diverse industries, including medical, electronics, and commercial. Cross-
industry expertise and knowledge allow us to identify and solve unique packaging
challenges because we are more than a tool shop. We offer product and
packaging design, tool design, fabrication, and tool testing support.

Large In-House Tool Room
Our unique advantage is having one of North America’s largest thermoform tool
rooms. With eighteen CNC machines, we have the capacity to produce molds
quickly, reducing lead times and allowing us to respond to your needs quickly. It
also provides us the flexibility to make design changes rapidly without sending the
tooling to a third-party supplier.
 
For customers with Kiefel machinery, we can make the tooling and run it at our
facility so that you can be confident it functions precisely as it should. We will
optimize the operating parameters, so you can easily set up your Kiefel machine
to run parts without making large adjustments. 
 

Experienced Engineering
If you have product or packaging challenges, our experts can help you find a
custom solution. Our talented engineers will design any component for your
equipment.

Master tooling/quick-change systems
Interchangeable family tooling
Complete custom tools

Pressure boxes
Mold plates and cooling plates
Trim platen tools

Contact Us
Do you have questions about thermoform tooling? Our knowledgeable staff is
available to answer your questions. Contact us today! 
 
Kevin Zaepfel
716-250-5542
kzaepfel@tekpak.com
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